Tobacco Farm Prints

By: Irene Anderson (Artist/Poet)

NOTE: All prices include tax, and all prints include poem

Dog Day in August

Dog Day in August (one card, 8.5” x 10”) - $7.00 Signed by the Artist

Dog Day in August (set of four cards, 8.5” x 10”) - $25.00 Signed by the Artist

Dog Day in August (set of four cards, 8.5” x 10”) - $15.00 Unsigned
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September Rain
September Rain (one card, 8.5” x 10”) - $7.00 Signed by the Artist
September Rain (set of four cards, 8.5” x 10”) - $25.00 Signed by the Artist
September Rain (set of four cards, 8.5” x 10”) - $15.00 Unsigned
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“Filling Up” - Planting Tobacco

“Filling Up” Planting Tobacco (one card, 6” x 8”) - $7.00 Signed by the Artist

“Filling Up” Planting Tobacco (one card, 6” x 8”) - $4.00 Unsigned

“Done for the Day” - Hoeing Tobacco

“Done for the Day” Hoeing Tobacco (one card, 6” x 8”) - $7.00 Signed by the Artist

“Done for the Day” Hoeing Tobacco (one card, 6” x 8”) - $4.00 Unsigned
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Greetings Card Sets

18 different cards with envelopes (image on the front, poem on the back, blank inside)

Cards are 6” x 8” - $100/set (equates to $5.55 per card)

Description:

Snowy scenes depicting taking out the kiln, transporting the tobacco by horse-drawn wagon to the barn, picking up the fallen leaves, re-piling the sticks, the steam room, the strip room, playing ice hockey on a pond beside a tobacco kiln, Santa Claus with a pipe and bundle of tobacco leaves, pulling the plants from the greenhouse, hoeing by hand in the field, tying the leaves on sticks, and chopping wood for the kiln.

Large Print

“Tobacco is Curing in the Old Red Kiln” (2’4” x 3’4”) - $175.00

Description:

Scene on a tobacco farm during harvest: There is a field gang priming tobacco, a horse transporting tobacco, men and women at the tying table, a woman hanging tobacco sticks in a kiln, and a cure-man checking the leaves in a kiln.